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Abstract—PLC of the low layer of network in the paper communicates with field equipment by fieldbus or Modbus. And all PLC of the upper layer implements Ethernet hybrid network control system. The paper proposes a hybrid control network system based on PLC. The programmable controller TWDLCAE40DRF has the function of PID control on 13 parameters. So the programmable controller TWDLCAE40DRF can be used to control transducer to change the pressure value of water pipeline and maintain constant pressure of water pipelines. HMI is used to monitor the pressure of pipelines and adjust PID parameter in control.
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I. INTRODUCTION OF MODBUS PROTOCOL

Constant-pressure water supply is applied to civil drinking water network system, life and firewater system in residential area and cooling water recycle system of central air-conditioning in buildings. Constant-pressure water supply means that the client can keep water pressure of pipe network constant. In constant-pressure water supply system, the ideal value signal is compared with feedback signal of water pressure of pipe network. According to the compared structure, the frequency converter adjusts the rotation rate of water pumps to achieve the objective controlling water pressure of pipe network. The paper introduces the design method of PLC control frequency conversion constant pressure water supply system based on Modbus.

Industrial control is transforming into central control and distributed control from single-machine control. In the network age, the networking industrial controller makes network management easy.

Modbus is one of network protocols in industrial controllers. Modbus protocol is a common language of electronic controllers. By the protocol, the client/server communication is provided by the controller through network and other equipment.

Modbus is the message transmission protocol of application layer of OST model. Modbus protocol defines whatever network is for communication, a controller can recognize the applied message structure. It describes the process of a controller requesting access to other equipment, how to respond the request from other equipment and how to detect error and record. It formulates the pattern of message domain and common format of content. When the communication is made on Modbus network, the protocol determines that each controller needs to know device address, identify the message which is sent based on address, and determines the actions. If it needs response, the controller generates feedback information and uses Modbus protocol to send the message. The other networks include the frame or package structure for message transformation of Modbus protocol. The transformation extends the methods of solving address, routing path and error detection according to network.

II. INTRODUCTION OF FREQUENCY-CONVERSION AND CONSTANT-PRESSURE WATER SUPPLY

A. Introduction of frequency-conversion and constant-pressure water supply

The control strategy of constant-pressure water supply control system is as follows. The speed regulation device of electrical motor and programmable controller (PLC) are used to compose control system, which not only can optimize the control on speed governing operation of pumping set, but also automatically adjusts the operated pump governors to realize closed-loop control of water-supply pressure, which achieves the object of stabilizing water-supply pressure and saving electric power when the flow of pipe network changes. The control objective of the system is effluent discharging pressure of the header pipe of pumping station. The given water-supply pressure value and the actual pressure value of the header pipe is compared. After the difference is input CPU for operation, the control command is sent to control the pump motors and operate the rotation rate of variable pumps, which makes water-supply pressure of the header pipe keep the given pressure value.

The speed control device of electrical motor for automatic constant-pressure water supply system applies AC frequency conversion technology, and the control device of the system uses PLC controller. PLC not only can realize logic control of pump unit and valve, and can complete digital PID regulation of system, but also can monitor operations parameters and control points in the system, and complete picture plane display, failure alarm and printing reports of the system operation. Automatic constant-pressure water supply system has standard communication interface. It can interconnect with the upper computer of civil water supply pressure, which achieves the object of stabilizing water-supply pressure and saving electric power when the flow of pipe network changes.
supply system to realize optimized control of urban water supply system, which provides modernized scheduling, management, supervision and economic operation for civil water supply system.

B. Characteristics of frequency-conversion and constant-pressure water supply

[1] It saves energy, and can realize saving 20%-40% of electricity, which can realize green electricity use.
[2] It occupies a limited area, the investment is little and the efficiency is high.
[3] The configuration is flexible, the automaticity is high, and the functions are completed.
[4] The operation is rational. Soft start up and soft stop not only can eliminate water hammer effect, but also can reduce average torque and wear of motor shaft and reduce repair cost, and improve the life of pump.
[5] Communication control can realize unattended operation, which saves human and material resources.

C. From the working principle of pumps, we can get the theory of energy efficiency

as follows. The flow of pump is proportional to the rotation rate of pump, the lift of pump is proportional to the square of rotation rate of pump, and the shaft power of pump is equal to the product of flow and lift, so the shaft power of pump is proportional to the cube of lift and rotation rate of pump. According to the above principle, we can see that the rotation rate of pump can change the power of pump.

The formula of low is,

\[ Q \propto n \]
\[ H \propto n^2 \]
\[ P \propto (Q \times H) \propto n^3 \]

In the formula, Q means flow, n means rotation rate, H means lift and P represents shaft power. For example, the power supply frequency reduces to 45Hz from 50Hz, and

\[ \frac{P_{45}}{P_{50}} = \left( \frac{45}{50} \right)^3 = 0.729 \] or \( P_{45} = 0.729 \times P_{50} \).

When the power supply frequency reduces to 45Hz from 50Hz, the objective saving energy can be realized when the power of pump can reduce by 0.729 times of the power of 50Hz.

Pump is considered according to the situation of water supply system, but water system can’t reach the maximum discharge of water in practice. It is common to use valves to adjust resistance of system for throttle, which makes electricity consumption loss of electronic motor. But using frequency converter can make the working state of system stable. And it can adjust water supply by changing rotation rate, and can recoup the capital outlay by reducing rotation rate.

D. Applications of frequency-control and constant-pressure water supply equipment

[1] Domestic water of buildings, urban residential areas and enterprises.
[3] Central air conditioning system
[4] Pressure charging system of water treatment plant

E. Frequency converter ATV 31 state transmission diagram

Figure 1 is frequency converter state transmission diagram. The control word CMD is used to start, stop and set frequency, which can convert a state of the frequency converter into the other state. It is very important to know the control word of frequency converter and register number of parameters. After state word ETA frequency converter receives state word, the correlation is made according to the defined objectives. And the corresponding relationship can refer to the instruction of frequency converter.
The following is the instructions of ATV 31 frequency converter of Schneider Electric. The command word CMD (register number W8501), and the state word ETA (register number W3201).

III. FREQUENCY CONVERTER CONSTANT-PRESSURE WATER SUPPLY LABORATORY MODEL

Small PLC of Twido series in Schneider Electric has the characteristics of convenience, reliable performance and low price. The internal Modbus communication protocol is applicable for ATV31 frequency-conversion and constant-pressure control system. The master controller uses PLC of Twido series, TWDLCAE40DRF, and it is integrative with 24 routes, 14 relay output, 2 transistor output, 1 100BaseTX Ethernet, 1 RS485 serial port and 1 extended port, and it supports the communication of TCP or Modbus. 14-route PID has self-tuning function. The operation speed is 0.14 microsecond of each listing directive, and it can extend digital or analog signal module.

It is easy to apply Twido series of PLC and HMI to implement real-time communication on ATV31 of Schneider Electric. The user only needs to operate on HMI, which can
modify and display some parameters of frequency converter such as pressure rate capacity, given pressure setting, starting frequency converter, stopping slope, malfunction alerting and pressure feedback value display.

ATV31 frequency converter can communicate with Twido PLC by Modbus. The control signal of ATV31 frequency converter can be from Modbus serial communication. The system composition is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2 Control system chart](image)

The paper uses the programmable controller TWDLC4A40DRF of Schneider Electric. The controller can extend analog quantity module TWDAMM6HT with 4 analog inputs and 2 outputs, and the address is 1. As a controller, PLC controls analog quantity module and frequency converter ATV31 for data exchange by Modbus. Frequency converter makes water pressure of outlet pipeline keep consistent with the setting value according to rotation rate of water pressure control motor.

In the frequency converter constant-pressure water supply model based on PLC, the frequency converter is the core of frequency-conversion and constant-pressure water supply system. The principle of frequency converter constant-pressure water control is shown in Figure 3. In figure 3, the pump motor is the output component, and the rotation rate is controlled by frequency converter, which realizes constant pressure control. The frequency converter receives the signals of PID controller and controls the speed of pump. The pressure sensor detects the outlet pressure of pipe network. PID controller is used to adjust the frequency of frequency converter to control the rotation rate of pump, which realizes a closed-loop control. Twido Soft can set PID parameter, which can achieve the objective of PID control. In field control circuit, the variation of disturbance may cause the jumping of field vale. PID control eliminate the disturbance to make the system stable as soon as possible, in the process of designing the system, not only speed regulation system can be designed, but also the periodic disturbance signals can be added artificially.

![Figure 3 PID control principle of frequency-conversion and constant-pressure water supply](image)

The module configuration of analog quantity is shown in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum/Maximum/Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12DI1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12DI1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12DI1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12DI1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12DI1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12DI1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4 Analog module configuration](image)

PID configuration is shown in Figure 5. The parameters of PID are set for programming. In the actual commissioning process, the parameters of PID can be directly input by HMI, which is easy for debugging.
In the control process, PLC and frequency converter exchange data. A pressure value is set for the frequency converter and the frequency converter feedbacks PLC value to pressure sensor. And the data exchange process is shown in Figure 6.

**Figure 6 Data exchange program**

**IV. Conclusions**

In the paper, PLC based on Modbus implements the rotation rate of frequency converter control motor to realize constant-pressure control. And it includes the regulation of PID, artificial addition of interference signal and simulation of actual process. It is widely applied in real life.
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**Figure 5 PID configuration**

- PID 0 configured
- **Operating mode** PID
- **PID Status** Allow
- **Current value** %TF1.2
- **Conversion** Inhibit Min Max
- **Alarms** Inhibit Low High
- **Setpoint** %MV99
- **Kp** 320 Ti 2 Td 0
- **Sampling period** 10
- **PID**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AT mode</th>
<th>Inhibit Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td>Invert Limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threshold</strong></td>
<td>Allow Min Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manual mode</strong></td>
<td>Inhibit Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital output</strong></td>
<td>%OWL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FPM</strong></td>
<td>Inhibit Period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **PID 1** not configured
- **PID 2** not configured
- **PID 3** not configured
- **PID 4** not configured
- **PID 5** not configured
- **PID 6** not configured
- **PID 7** not configured
- **PID 8** not configured
- **PID 9** not configured
- **PID 10** not configured
- **PID 11** not configured
- **PID 12** not configured
- **PID 13** not configured